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Holiday Headband Pattern – 2 versions 
 

Headband: 9.5’’ x 4’’ (24 cm x 10 cm) 
Wide Headband: 9’’ x 6’’ (23 cm x 15 cm) 

 
LEVEL: Beginner 

Time to complete: 30 – 60 minutes 
 

MATERIALS 

Yarn:  1 Ball Merino No. 5 (74 yards 68 m, 5.3 oz 150 g each), 100% Merino 
Knitting Needles: US 15 10 mm  
 
Note: one ball of yarn makes 2 headbands or one headband and one 
wide headband 
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PATTERN 
 

HEADBAND 
 
Cast on 10 sts 
Rows 1-18: *K1, P1, repeat from * until end 
 
Front Right – continue working with first 5 sts 
Row 19: K1, *P1, K1, repeat from * once more 
Row 20: (turn the work) P1, *K1, P1, repeat from * once more 
Rows 21- 28: Repeat rows 19 and 20 
Cut the working yarn and leave 5sts on a stitch holder or piece of yarn and secure the end 
 
Front Left: 
Row 19: P1, *K1, P1, repeat from * once more 
Row 20: K1, *P1, K1, repeat from * once more 
Rows 21 - 28: Repeat rows 19 and 20 
Row 29: P1, *K1, P1, repeat from * to end - Without turning work, place sts from stitch holder onto left 
needle and work K1, *P1, K1, repeat from * to end. (you will have 5 sts on your right needle and will knit 5 
sts from your left – ending with 10 on right needle. This creates the twist in headband) 
 
Rows 30- 46: *P1, K1, repeat from * until end 
Cast off and sew the seams 
 
WIDE HEADBAND 
 
Cast on 14sts 
Rows 1-18: *K1, P1, repeat from * until end 
 
Front Right - only working with first 7 sts 
Row 19: K1, *P1, K1, repeat from * 2 more times 
Row 20: (turn the work) P1, *K1, P1, repeat from * 2 more times 
Rows 21- 28: Repeat row 19 and 20 
Cut the yarn leave 7 sts on stitch holder or piece of yarn and secure the end 
 
Front Left 
Row 19: P1, *K1, P1, repeat from * 2 more times 
Row 20: K1, *P1, K1, repeat from * 2 more times 
Rows 21 - 28: Repeat row 19 and 20 
Row 29: P1, *K1, P1; repeat to end - Without turning work, place sts from stitch holder onto left needle and 
work K1, *P1, K1; repeat from * to end (you will have 7 sts on right needle and knit 7 sts from your left – 
ending with 14 sts on right needle. This creates the twist in headband) 
 
Rows 30 - 46: *P1, K1, repeat from * until end 
Cast off and sew the seams 
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